Archaeology


Architecture


Biography


   923.673 N54 Q10

   923.41538 N57 Q10

   927.9143 N12 Q10

   923.254 M69 Q10

   923.254 N04 P11

   923.454 M66 Q10

Dance

   793.3195417 BAN

Democracy

   252.2830954 DEM

Economics

   330.954 BAG

   323.60954 BAN

   330 BEN
   338.95 IMP
   330.954 BHU
   338.95 ECO
   338.954 M.Q10
   338.4730223 MCC
   338.954 DEV
   338.9 PEE
   338.542 PRU

Education

   331.340954 JEF
   370.9547 SHA

History

   956.056 CON
32. Bhattacharya, Sibesh, ed. History, philosophy, culture: revisiting Professor G.C.
954 HIS

33. Minayev, Ivan. Old India: notes on Afanasy Nikitin’s “voyage beyond the three seas”.
954.02 MIN

34. Raja, Masood Ashraf. Constructing Pakistan: foundational texts and the rise of Muslim
954.03 RAJ

35. Rajyashree Kumari. The Lallgarh palace: homes of the maharajas of
954.4 RAJ

Industry

36. Subramanian, Dilip. Telecommunications Industry in India: state, business and labour in
a global economy. New Delhi: Social Science Press, 2010
384.310954 SUB

Insurgency

37. Vohra, B.L. Tripura’s brave hearts: a police success story of
counterinsurgency. New Delhi: Konark, 2011
363.23 VOH

International Relations

38. Fair, C. Christine, ed. Pakistan: can the United States secure an insecure state. Santa
327.7305491 PAK

39. Jones, Bruce. Power and responsibility: building international order in an era of
327.172 JON

40. Schaffer, Teresita C. India and the United States in the 21st century: reinventing
327.54073 SCH

Law

41. Boggs, Carl. The crimes of empire: rogue superpower and world domination. London:
Pluto press, 2010
341.69 BOG
   341.23 UNI

**Library Science**

   025.3 DEK

**Literature**

   823 (Ind) BAT

   823 (Ind) DES

   823 (Ind) GAD

   823 IRV

   823 (Ind) KHA

   823 (Ind) PUR

   821 (Ind) GOL

   821 (Ind) SAW

   823 (Ind) SHA

   823 (Ind) TAG

**Marketing**

   659.2 WIT
Philosophy

55. Ookerjee, Sheryar. Plato and the arthasastra: Platos political philosophy and Indian political thought. Mumbai: K R Cama oriental Institute, 2010
184 OOK

181.4 PRA

Photography

57. The artful pose: early studio photography in Mumbai. Ahmedabad: Mapin, 2010
770.954792 ART

Politics

322.40954 VAR

320.03 HAM

60. Paranjape, Makrand R. Altered destinations: self, society, and nation in India. London: Anthem Press, 2010
320.954 PAR

Religion

294.3 CON

294.503 DAL

297.72 NAM

Sociology

396.09547 PAK

66. Irene, Salam. The muslims of Manipur. Delhi: Kalpaz Publication, 2010 301.4529710954 IRE


Travel and Descriptions

71. Robinson, Andrew. Maharaja: the spectacular heritage of princely India. London: Thames and Hudson, 2009 915.4 ROB


Urbanization